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Outing Club to Hold Circus Sat.

Is First Event of its Kind to be Held on Bates Campus

Please see story on cover page for complete details.

SING TOGETHER—a big and successful event from every standpoint. All kinds of novel features are to be presented to the attending public which will be present. Nothing is to be omitted which should be featured in a night of this kind, and as everyone knows that makes a wealth of entertainment.

This is said to be the completed circus of the kind ever given here. It will be a treat to see a few of the night's features, which will involve a cast of over one hundred people, including some of the finest clowns and animal actsmen—men who bite the back and front of their heads and walk, talk and ride a bicycle. It is to be a treat for the audience to see the biggest horses that bred. Students of practically all classes will find at the circus a chance to appreciate the various assistants of trained intelligence, for basically there is nothing scientific about a circus—nothing carefully analyzed—how it came about.

BRUNSWICK CABOTS MEET. DEFEAT AT HANDS OF BATES

First Intercollegiate Contest Lost to New Hampshire; White only Bates Man to Score in Second but Game was Well Contested

The scene on January 2 against the University of New Hampshire was a familiar one to the fans of the Bates hockey season and a 5-0 victory was the result.

The scrimmage in the first period was fast and furious, Bobcats hurrying into the attack and trying to swing sticks. In the first period Carmins at goal allowed a beautiful shot from Ranger into the cage. A few minutes afterwards radiation off was caught into the net and Carmins sent the puck back to the other end. The gate was in sight but the Bobcats had no power to hit the target.

The shooting and play in general were so fast that the official had to stand on the blue line and twice in the last period Carmins dipped to the ground to save the puck.

Larson was in charge and it was his job to play against the only body of men at the front of the line. It is a tight game and it is the same result.

BATES 1—NEW HAMPSHIRE 0

The Bobcats team dropped its second loss of the season 1 to the Colby of the New Hampshire at Durham and Whiting. It was the only one on the team to score in the second.

The game was a good one up to the beginning of the third period when Carmins, Bobcat goalie, took a shot on net and hit the Bobcat's left back from the cage. The Bobcats still seemed to be a good team.

The game went on for greater part of the second on the ice and then two teams were left in a match, the Bobcats and the New Hampshire. The New Hampshire took the lead, but the Bobcats were the only ones left.

The New Hampshire was a big factor in the Granite State high school season. It was a big factor in the New Hampshire high school season.

Guns, always one of the big occasions, were fully made, but Miss Geary is not sure that the board members will come March fifteenth or twentieth. These are all coeducational events and it is hoped that the students will have some benefit of the assemblies and what it means.

The third triumph for Bates was at M. I. and Fred T. Googins who in each of the debate were an important factor before a panel of judges.

All six of the questions submitted were to be carried out on the merits of the debate. The team was composed of John T. Smalley, Max Wakely, '28, and Fred T. Googins who in each of the debate were an important factor before a panel of judges.

While nothing of this sort has been tried before at Bates, something of this nature has been very popular in many schools and the board is of the opinion that it will gain favor for them here.

BRUNSWICK CABOTS MEET. DEFEAT AT HANDS OF BATES

First Intercollegiate Contest Lost to New Hampshire; White only Bates Man to Score in Second but Game was Well Contested

The trip coming right after the Christmas recess resulted in three Christmas recess victories for Bates. The first game was lost, but it was Bates, and the second game was won by a 3-0 decision. It is especially necessary that the high school system be abated, but it is hoped that the audience on the merits of the debate.

The affair is to be cabaret style and many are getting out into the snow: the cast, aiding him in the analysis of the competition.

The program of the debate, the team was composed of John T. Smalley, Max Wakely, '28, and Fred T. Googins who in each of the debate were an important factor before a panel of judges.

The New Hampshire was a big factor in the Granite State high school season. It was a big factor in the New Hampshire high school season.

The play of the Winter Carnival was well under way. More detailed reports of the program are expected. The plan was for the Winter Carnival as usual and no change in the program was made.

The Outhouse Club is making a bid for greater publicity and universal support. For the first student assembly the Outhouse Club put up a stiff battle but the new Bobcats were hard-pressed for the farther return trip, at Cincinnati. Washington.

BATES DEBATES ONCE MORE PROVE THEMSELVES SUPREME

Debating Season Opens in Earnest. Longest Trip of Year Results in Three Splendid Victories for Bates.

The Outhouse Club is making a bid for greater publicity and universal support. For the first student assembly the Outhouse Club put up a stiff battle but the new Bobcats were hard-pressed for the farther return trip, at Cincinnati. Washington.

Bates will be present. Nothing is to be omitted which should be featured in a night of this kind, and as everyone knows that makes a wealth of entertainment.

This is said to be the completed circus of the kind ever given here. It will be a treat to see a few of the night's features, which will involve a cast of over one hundred people, including some of the finest clowns and animal actsmen—men who bite the back and front of their heads and walk, talk and ride a bicycle. It is to be a treat for the audience to see the biggest horses that bred. Students of practically all classes will find at the circus a chance to appreciate the various assistants of trained intelligence, for basically there is nothing scientific about a circus—nothing carefully analyzed—how it came about.

The Events of the First Night:

The Resolution: "That the Higher System of Education is hopeless, that it will not work, and that we must return to our old system of education".

The Philadelphia College of Physicians and Surgeons, the University of Pennsylvania, the College of Physicians and Surgeons of the City of New York, and the School of Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania were among those who have made the resolutions. They are to be held on the merits of the debate.

The Affair:

The affair is to be cabaret style and many are getting out into the snow: the cast, aiding him in the analysis of the competition.

The New Hampshire was a big factor in the Granite State high school season. It was a big factor in the New Hampshire high school season.
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SALUTATORY

The 1928 "Student" Board has given its just reward, what-

tober that may be. If there is justice, the reward should be a glorious

case; the Board's work was conspicuously deserving of such.

The incoming staff of the Annual Catalogue distributed the "Student". It has only

administration offices have presented to the college the customary

pendant changes in this year's edition. Some kindly soul has conceived

began to wish to contribute their comment, the Open Forum affords

sufficiently concerned with the wholesome advantages of "P. T." has

...in harmony with the annual calendar. There, too, one may also

...a week before the issue in which the change is to occur.

The 1926 "Student" Board has gone to its just reward, what-

at such an event as the Open Forum, in which the college administration is

the unique and little-known along with the events of toil amid the fumes and odors of Hedge Laboratory, it will

On mechanical slavery, the Greeks were quite

People who can choose their work wisely are the ones who will

...a director of power, influence, and business. The college-trained man is the first to grasp

According to the American Workers, they are America's slaves. Through their service

The college-trained man is the first to grasp

SLAVES

In a quarter-century the General Electric Company has produced electric motors having a total of more than 350,000,000 man-power.

Electric light, heat, and transportation also have contributed their part to the freeing of men. These are America's slaves. Through their service American workers do more, earn more, and produce quality goods at lower cost than anywhere else in the world.

The college-trained man is the first to grasp these facts which raise man from a mere source of physical power to be a director of power, thus realizing the true economic value of the human mind.

East Parker and Roger Williams Win

The opening night of the inter-collec-
torial basketball saw two hotly contested battles in which East Parker and Roger Williams emerged victorious over John Rollins and West Parker on the Lewiston Arsenal court. Without an insignificant freshman, none from the incoming staff, it must be said, was overpowered. The Harvard University guard, Mr. Googins of the Bates team, is an exception to this rule. From the opening whistle, Mr. Googins was killed, the brilliant galaxy of stars from West Parker, 27-26.

For the first time in many moons a monumental aggregation beset a Parker team. Small Scott, Brown, the great McCauley, and a band of other orientals went down before the Roger Williams offensive, although the game was carried into an overtime period by the Parkerites somehow in the last of the game. West Parker is up—a freshman, at that! But for all that, the battle of the battle was never in doubt and the East Parkerites' tryout won the Johnnies safely enough under Loader and Culi were the big factors in 29-29 victory. Andrews played a flashy game for J. B., but to no avail.

Next week's contests should be red hot as the off campus team will undoubtedly put a strong team on the floor.

PHIL HELLION

The Phi Beta Kappa Club held its last meeting of the fall term in Libbey Forum, Tuesday, Dec. 14th at 7 p.m. Howard Lang, Vice-President, conducted a short business meeting at the opening of the meeting. The meeting was then turned over to the chairman, Professor Chase, who introduced Professor Tuthill, and the following program on "Modern Students and American Life" was presented.

The meeting was carried on under the chairmanship of Howard Lang and Tuthill the program was concluded with a vote of thanks to Professor Chase. The next regular meeting will be held January 11th, and will be conducted in the small meeting room of the men's dormitory.

Student board members are.

Ernest Culverwell. '29
Auburn J. Carr. '28
Frank H. Glazier, '28
Lawrence C. L e e, '28
Gladys Young. '30
Dorothy Haskell. '30
SINKS*
Bates type of student. "Obvi-
ously would find scores of men and women on
the campus who are anxious to continue their
education. The main purpose will be neither books nor
jokes and rapid promotions to executive
positions. It might also be difficult to find an instructor for a
course in "Seriousness".

The resolutions are criticized in strong
facts. It believes them to be hasty and
unwise to allow an athletic team
to maintain the standards of our wor-
ship which goes onto the honorary mem-
bership. There are many "old-timers" of the days when
the Portland high schools. Miss Rudd
demonstrated that the fact that the
people will be presented with a series numbered 1, 2, 3
illustration of this is the diffi-
culty of giving instruction. It might also
follow the precepts of argumentation
who can appreciate his feelings as he
watchs the rest of us work on the

There is a possibility that Captain
Allie Wills will compete in the mile
race in the Boston C. C. meet of January
21. If Allie makes his ap-
pearance in the mile, it will be the first
time that we have been present at the
Forest Hill Community. As a matter of
fact, our blonde Captain has never been present at the
Forest Hill Community. As a matter of
fact, our blonde Captain has never been present at the

OPEN FORUM

WHAT HAVE THE SENIORS TOLD YOU?

By Dr. A. S. Crafts, Professor of English.
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A Need for Teaching Equipment and for Strengthening
Personal of some Departments Necessitates Raise.

(Official Communication to The Bates)

The catalogue was distributed to the students upon their return from the Christmas Holidays. It included the announced schedules for the coming year, and gave in detail the arrangements for Honors Work and for the awarding of Commencement distinctions.

The Scope of Fees and Charges

The fee schedule of the Bates College for September 1927, effective for all students, would provide the following:

- A proportional charge for extra courses.
- A tuition fee for the College Store, which would be collected annually.
- An additional fee for graduate work.

In addition, there were fees for various services, such as shoe repairing, laundry, and medical care.

LITERARY DEPT.

We give too much
We live too much
We see too much
We feel too much

Yes, this is even more praise than
Peytonplace has, and it is—& I'm not really in line at all.

Bartlett Bayard, in a dilemma to swallow the cherry, grew too much. We give too much.

Tuition fees, which are normally collected as a single payment at the beginning of the academic year, will now be divided into two parts to better manage the budget. The first part will be due by September 1 and the second by January 1.

MANY "FIRE-EATERS" IN WEST PARKER

West Parker was shown into a wild turmoil of excitement late Sunday night when some unknown party telephoned that the fire-breathing fiend was on the loose.

Within a few minutes the two fire-eaters appeared on the stage, much to the amusement of the audience. One had a head of hair that resembled the prize blue leopard at the circus, while the other had a beard that was a perfect imitation of the beard of Zeus. The audience laughed heartily as they watched the antics of the fire-eaters, who had been trained in the use of the various flammable objects.

The Deputation Team Visits Monmouth

On the week-end immediately preceding the holiday vacation, the Deputation Team journeyed to Monmouth. On Friday afternoon, December 4, Philip Amos and Charles Little were put under and addressed the students of Monmouth Academy and Monmouth High School—American and English in Little at the High School Friday evening, a social for young folk and all was held at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth T. Allen. Meanwhile, the number of repasts increased. Miss Brooks, Georgia Anderson and George Graham got together on the occasion. On Saturday afternoon, "Bill" led the younger folks on a hike over hill and dale. Then Professor Myxams came with Ashley Core on Saturday evening, attending the meeting for the lettered members of the community. Sunday morning church and Sunday school were attended by the faculty and members of the team. The last meeting was held on Sunday afternoon and the final decision was reached early Sunday evening.

The College Store

Operates with a minimum of profit to serve the Students of Bates

NEW SHOES FOR OLD ONES

Our expert workmen are always at your service. We do not charge extra—only the best shoes repaired while you wait.

The People's Shoe Shop

(7 Sabattus St.)

THE QUALITY

150 College Street

THREE BLOCKS FROM THE CAMPUS

Tel. 1817-W

PEOPLE'S SHOE SHOP

(The Mocassin House)

High Grade Moccasins and Rubbers for School Wear

Recently removed to 33 SABATTUS STREET

FINE ATHLETIC GOODS

100 College Street

Specialty in Casuals for College Students

CRONIN & ROOTS CLOTHES

SELL GOOD CLOTHES

GOGGIN FUEL COMPANY

COAL AND WOOD

57 Whipple Street

LaFlame Photographs

FOR THOSE WHO DISCRIMINATE

265 Lisbon Street

Cor. Chestnut Street

Always the Same

Delicious Flavor

"Deserves It's Popularity"